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A varied uphill trek, a bit taxing only in
the final tract. On the return leg, the
route can be modified to include the less
frequently traversed "Shepherds' Trail",
which circles back to the initial track.
The Bozano Refuge serves as a base for
some of the best-known climbs in the
Maritime Alps.

The route crosses through a multitude of
habitats: fir and larch woods, sparse pastures
and vast stretches of scree. In the background,
the majestic western face of the Argentera, with
the characteristic form of the Corno Stella, the
epitome of the unconquerable pinnacle.

Useful information

Practice : Hiking 

Duration : 2 h 30 

Length : 8.7 km 

Trek ascent : 837 m 

Difficulty : Medium 

Type : Round trip 

Themes : Fauna, Geology, Refuge,
Viewpoint 

The Bozano Refuge
Parco Naturale Alpi Marittime - Valdieri 

I pendii detritici tagliati dal sentieor per il Rifugio Bozano (Roberto Pockaj) 
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Trek

Departure : Parking lot at Gias delle
Mosche (1592 m)
Arrival : Bozano Refuge (2454 m)
Cities : 1. Valdieri

Altimetric profile

 
Min elevation 1602 m Max elevation 2434 m

From the parking lot at the Gias delle Mosche (1592 m), the trail begins on the left
(for those coming from Terme) and leads into the Vallone dell'Argentera.
The trail leads up an uphill incline, passing through a lovely copse of firs with few
turns. After the initial climb, the trail proceeds uphill in long switchbacks, staying
among the firs, which are replaced by larches as the altitude increases. The trail
reaches the meadow where the Gias del Saut stands, passing through it on the north
side, a few meters above the bottom of the field.
The path rises up to the bowl-shaped pasture above the gias (where there is a striking
panorama of the Serra dell'Argentera), and passes through it, staying on the north
side once more. Shortly before coming to the ruins of the Gias del Mesa (or Gias del
Mesdì, 2070 m, 1 hour and 30 minutes from the parking lot in Gias delle Mosche) the
trail forks: the right fork leads to the Bozano Refuge, along the "Shepherds' Trail", and
is on the return route. The outward route instead follows the left fork, towards the
north.
The path climbs up the grassy slope with a switchback or two, the trail passes through
a stand of conifers and surmounts a rise and, near the ruins of a gias, veers
northeast. After a long traverse across a scree and a steep climb among boulders and
rubble, the path passes by two turnoffs, one after the other. The first, on the left,
leads to the Varrone Bivuoac (expert hikers only) and, a little beyond it, on the right,
there is the turnoff for the Gias del Mesa and the Gias delle Mosche along the
"Shepherds' Trail" (recommended for the return leg).
Heading east (towards the Corno Stella), there is a last gueling tract among stones
and large boulders. The path passes a last turnoff in a patch of scree leading to the
Remondino Refuge, and in a few short meters arrives at the Bozano Refuge (2454 m,
1 hour and 15 minutes from the fork at the Gias del Mesa).
On the return leg, the route turns to the left at the fork, following the "Shepherds'
Trail", which leads to the Gias del Mesa. There is a traverse on a scree slope and then
the path turns right at the first fork and decends rapidly, with steep switchbacks
leading to the remains of the Gias Superiore, in a depression filled with detritic
deposits. It then crosses a small stream. Passing by the turnoff on the left, leading to
the Remondino Refuge, the path runs northwest and, in a series of tight switchbacks,
crosses back over the stream and comes to the Gias del Mesa. 
A few meters past the gias the main trail picks up again and leads back down to the
parking lot at the Gias delle Mosche (1592 m, 1 hour and 30 minutes from the Bozano
Refuge).
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On your path...

 The Valletta woods (A)  
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All useful information

 Is in the midst of the park 

The national park is an unrestricted natural area but subjected to regulations which
must be known by all visitors.

 Advices 

The return along the "Via dei Pastori" is less signposted and less frequented than
the main path, although it does not present any technical difficulties. Those who
prefer can return along the ascent route.

How to come ? 

Transports

Nuova Benese service company - Regular line Cuneo, Valdieri, Entracque -
Telephone: 00 39 (0) 171 69 29 29 - www.benese.it

SNCF line TER Provence Alpes-Côte d'Azur For travel in the PACA region and
towards Cuneo www.ter-sncf.com/pac

Trenitalia for travel in the Piedmont region https://www.trenitalia.com/it.html

Access

From Borgo San Dalmazzo go up the Valle Gesso. After Valdieri, continue up to
Terme. Passing behind the Terme Reali hotel, go up to the left in the Vallone della
Valletta up to the Gias delle Mosche car park.

Advised parking

Parking Gias delle Mosche (1592 m)
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On your path...

 

  The Valletta woods (A) 

The Valletta woods are of special naturalistic value. They
contain four different species of conifers: silver fir, spruce, larch
and Swiss pine. The presence of this last species is partly due to
the habits of the nutcracker. This crow stores the Swiss pine
seeds in cracks and fissures, and when left there, the seeds
germinate and the trees grow in the most unlikely places,
including rock outcroppings and inaccessibly steep slopes. The
Valletta woods are also the habitat of the rare black
woodpecker.

Attribution : Roberto Pockaj
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